Packages - Freedom Issue #3142

Freedom Issue # 1167 (confirmed): [chromium][qt5-webengine][electron] QTWebgine/Electron embeds "entire Chromium platform"

[rz-cutter]: depends on 'qt5-webengine'
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Description

it compiles and runs fine without webengine - unclear what feature(s) may be missing

History

#1 - 2021-12-08 12:19 AM - bill-auger
  - Assignee set to bill-auger

v2.0.3 is in [libre] now

i686 wont compile, neither arch32::staging (2.0.3), or arch32::community (2.0.2)

#2 - 2021-12-08 12:21 AM - bill-auger
  - Status changed from in progress to fixed